Systematic error in automated in-tube solid-phase microextraction.
The widely employed configuration for automated in-tube solid-phase microextraction (SPME) involves modification of a commercial liquid chromatographic autosampler into an automated extraction device. This popular configuration is demonstrated to result in an inherent systematic error in the quantitation of analyte in a given matrix. The source of error is traced to the accumulation of analyte in the extraction and the pre-extraction segment (i.e., sample loop, metering valve and tubing prior to the metering valve) of the autosampler where the analyte comes in contact with the residual mobile phase. This results in cross-contamination due to sample/mobile phase mixing. The quantity of analyte accumulated in these segments is shown to consistently increase with the increasing number of draw/eject cycles. As a result of the accumulation, the amount of analyte recorded leads to inaccurate quantitative information, leading to overestimation of the limit of detection and limit of quantitation, when automated in-tube SPME is employed as an approach for sample enrichment. Insertion of a 100-microl air plug prior to extraction step was able to significantly minimize sample/mobile phase mixing of analyte with the residual mobile phase in the pre-extraction and extraction step, thus minimizing the systematic error.